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 As usual, February isn’t 
our best month for ly-
ing. Wind, snow, cold, 
etc., but there were a 
couple of days in there 
that I hope many of 
you got out to ly.	

March is usually better especially toward 
the middle to end of the month. So, make 
those repairs, perhaps even a new plane or 
equipment to try out.	

It looks like the covid situation is working 
itself out. Maybe many of you got your vac-
cine or scheduling one. And restaurants are 
beginning to open somewhat. Maybe we 
can have lunch out together soon. 	

I haven’t been to ield since irst week of 
February, so I haven’t seen the ield condi-
tion after all the snow and wind. We may 

have a spring clean up day at the ield later 
in March to clear out tumbleweeds or trash 
that may have blown in. I’ll put out a gen-
eral message if needed.	

Hope all of you are well and ready to ly.	
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From the Editor 
Do you want to 
know what is going 
on in the club or who 
is at the field? Sever-
al sites are available 
for anyone to see 
what is happening. 

TCRCM has a cur-
rent Facebook site. 
Not only can you see 
what is happening, it 
offers a chance to 
scroll through photos 
and much, much 
more. 

MeWe is a new fo-
rum similar to Face-
book, but has no ad-
vertising. It may ask 
for money but you 
can skip it. 

Web Site  
Flying today 

TCRCM has a 
form you can fill 
out if you would 
like to be notified 
of plans or activi-
ties. 

        Camille Page 

President’s Message by John Patton 
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A number of radios from different manufacturers now run the 
OpenTX user interface.  Because it’s possible to do about anything 
with OpenTX, the interface can be daunting.  I plan to write a se-
ries of short articles to help users overcome any apprehension 
about using OpenTx. 

Here is a sample of an input screen as viewed in OpenTX Compan-
ion. It looks essentially the same as on the transmitter except it is 
not cropped as you would see on the transmitter. You can set up 
your inputs, or any OpenTX on either the transmitter or Open TX 
Companion, however, I ind OpenTX Companion easier because 
the computer screen has vastly more real estate to view the whole 
picture. 

The only screens you need to use for setting up a model are In‐
puts,	Mixes,	and	Outputs. Others screens such as Heli, Flight 
Modes, Curves, Logical Switches, Special Functions and Telemetry 
are useful but can be saved for later – if at all.  This month I’ll focus 
on INPUT screen and next month on MIXES screen.   

OpenTX is a logical 
approach to setting 

up a model.  Every-
thing in OpenTX is 
predicated on the 
most basic line in 
logic; “If this then 
that.” I will talk more 
about ITTT next 
month when I intro-
duce mixes.  For 
now, I want to out-
line the information 
low from your 

hands to the servos.  
The irst screen 
where the controls are interpreted and modi ied is the INPUT 
Screen.  Each input can have one or more conditional lines, one of 
which is then passed on to the MIXER screen.  The most	common	
condition	is	a	switch	position, but advanced conditions can be 
other telemetry conditions, logic switches, or other.   

For my irst example I will look at the I1 line (input one) below in 
which the input is the AIL (aileron) control.  The input is the hori-
zontal movement on the right stick (mode 2).  The condition is the 
B switch. The	lines	are	evaluated	top	to	bottom	with	the	 irst	
“true”	line	being	the	one	being	passed	to	the	mixer.  If no lines 
are true then no input is passed to the mixer.   The condition for 
evaluation in the irst line is IF SB↑ then this line is true and no fur-
ther evaluation is needed for I1.  If !SB↑ (read: switch B is not up) 
then the next line is evaluated which has the condition of SB↓.  So 

Setting	Inputs	in	OpenTX	by R. Scott Page	
Terminology	Legend	

ITTT is If This Then That 
AETR stands for Ailerons Elevator Throttle 
Rudder 
Mode 2 is gimbal setup in the U.S. with AE on 
right stick and TR on left stick 
!	Exclamation point means NOT 
THR is throttle 

Weight is the same as Rates 

!SF↓ (if switch F is NOT down  
+= in mixed line means “add to the mix” 

*= in a mixed line means multiplied to the mix 
:=  in a mix line means replace 

Offset adjusts the midpoint of the stick position 
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if !SB↓ then the third line is evaluated.  Note	that	the	third	line	
has	no	condition	so	it	will	be	always	be	true.			

In each line the desired weight and expo speci ied are transferred 
to the mixer if that condition is true.  So line 1 of input 1 would 
read IF SB↑ THEN Ail Weight is 100% and Expo is 75% is sent to 
the mixer.  IF !SB↑ (read: SB is not up) then the next line is evaluat-
ed.  In the second line IF SB↓ THEN Ail weight of 30% and expo of 
75% are sent to mixer. However, if SB- (in the middle pos) then 
AIL weight of 60% and 65% Expo are sent to the mixer as the AIL 
input.   

NEVER use a negative weight in input, doing so will result in in-
verted trim switches which will release all sorts of bad karma.  
While it’s possible to set rates and expo in the mixes screen; Don’t. 
It will both limit and make more dif icult setting up channels to 
use a mix of inputs. 

There is no required channel order or input order.  You can set the 
default channel order to any order you want in the radio setup 
screen.  I use AETR order because that’s what I’m accustomed to. 

Now consider Input 3 THR.  Input 3 line 1 would read IF SF↓ THEN 
set THR rate to 0% with an offset of -100.  This yields the throttle 
at -100 (no throttle) with no weight to move it as long as Switch F 
is down (SF↓) – or disarmed. Channel values run from negative 
100 to positive 100.  This is the safety line and should be the irst 
line because if it’s true the motor is not armed.  IF the F switch is 
NOT in the ↓ position then this line is false and the next line is 
evaluated.  Given that I3 line 2 has no switch condition speci ied 
it’s always true and active unless a line above it is true.  So when !
SF↓ (switch F is NOT down) then the motor is armed.  

There are other ways to accomplish a throttle cut – however this 
method is considered a better practice than using channel over-
ride. You can also use multiple conditions for arming a motor, but 
that’s more advanced than I want to go for now.   

For all inputs, it's a best practice to leave the last line in an input 
without a speci ied switch condition.  You don’t want to accidently 
set an input up so there is a possibility of no true condition. Having 
no conditional switch on the last line prevents this possibility.  No-
tice that I also use my medium rates on this inal default line so if 
there is a setup error, I’m not defaulting to either extreme rate/
weight.  There is more you can do in Inputs – but 90+% of the time 
you will just be setting up SOURCE, WEIGHT, EXPO, and SWITCH.  

To summarize the INPUT screen is primarily for modifying the 
control input WEIGHT (rate) and EXPO before sending the control 
to the MIXER.  Next month I start on how to use ITTT to set up 
mixes and really unleash some of the power of OpenTX. 

 

 

This is what the input screen looks like on a Taranis  trans-
mitter. Other transmitters will have varying resolutions, so 
may show more or less of this information.  
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Your newsletter editor asked a question and the answer was way more 
than she had bargained for. 

What	transmitters	run	with	OpenTX	interface?	

FrSky Taranis X9D and variants 

FrSky Taranis X9E 

FrSky Taranis X9lite and variants 

FrSky Taranis X7 and variants 

FrSky Taranis X-lite and variants 

FrSky Horus X10 and variants 

FrSky Horus X12 and variants 

Jumper T12 and variants 

Jumper T16 and variants 

RadioMaster TX16 and variants 

Turnigy X9R-Pro 

Turnigy 9xR (through version 2.1) 

Flysky 9x with AR9X board 

Flysky 9x with Sky9x board 

Flysky 9x with Gruvin9x board 

RadioMaster T8 (soon) 

Jumper T-lite (soon) 

There are other radios that have “borrowed” OpenTX but are not of icial-
ly supported by OpenTX These include: 

Radioking TX18S  

BETAFPV LiteRadio 2 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Transmitters Using Open Tx 

If an accomplished pilot 
like Don does not need a 
buddy box, Scott can 
just pretend. Rob is the 
spotter. 
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True	or	False 
1.	Compliance with federal, state, and local laws is required by the 

AMA Safety Code. 
True: since at least 2018 adherence to Federal, State, and lo-
cal laws have been required by the AMA Safety Code. 

2.	FAA registration and posting the pilot’s FAA number is required 
by the AMA Safety Code. 
True.  Federal law requires all models over 250 grams to 
have the pilot’s FAA registration number posted on the exte-
rior of the aircraft. Adherence to Federal law is required by 
the AMA Safety Code 

3. Taking the upcoming FAA recreational light safety test is re-
quired by the AMA Safety Code. 
True. The upcoming recreational light safety test is required 
by law.  The test will be a “no fail” 20 multiple question mul-
tiple test.  Incorrect answers will be remediated and question 
given again. 

4.	The upcoming FAA recreational light safety test will cost $5. 
False: test administrators may not charge for the test.   

5.	Pilots of aircraft under 250g will not be required to take the rec-
reational light safety test to legally operate their under 250g 
aircraft in the US airspace. 
False: Congress has required all operators of aircraft, regard-
less of size, to take the test to legally operate in US airspace. 

6. TCRCM requires pilots to follow the AMA safety Code. 
True:  operating an aircraft at the TCRCM ield is limited to 
club members or their guests who have current AMA mem-
bership AND operate within the provisions of the AMA Safety 
Code.  

Safety	Message	by R. Scott Page 
7.	AMA insurance is contingent upon operating in compliance with 

the AMA Safety Code. 
True: not only is AMA insurance contingent, but homeowners 
insurance may be declined of operations are reckless or un-
lawful.  

8.	There are no consequences of failing to register with the AMA or 
taking the upcoming test. 
False:  As registration and the upcoming test is required by 
law, and AMA Safety Code requires Federal, State, and Local 
laws to be adhered to, light operations for those out of com-
pliance are not allowed at AMA ields.  

9.	If the laws are not enforced I don’t have to adhere to them. 
Both True and False: Do what you wish elsewhere however 
you must be in compliance with AMA safety Code and Feder-
al, State, and local laws to operate aircraft at TCRCM. 

10.	It’s the job of the Safety Of icer to enforce AMA, club, and Fed-
eral rules/laws. 
False:  The Safety Of-
icer is responsible to 

educate members on 
rules and regs. It’s eve-
ry members responsi-
bility to see that these 
are followed when at 
the club ield, for the 
safety of the club. 
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Expo	(exponential): 
This setting alters how 
sensitive the sticks are 
around the center 
point. It does not alter 
the total throw of the 
servo movement. It al-
ters the default linear 
curve to one that either 
is less sensitive 
(positive expo) or more 
sensitive (negative ex-
po) around the middle 
point. (Futaba uses 

negative expo for less sensitivity.) Typically, I start with 30% 
for all my aircraft on all surfaces, and then alter as deemed 
necessary. This allows for a little more stick movement around 
the middle for more precise lying. Typically, 25-40% expo on 
control surfaces is typical for beginners.  3D planes generally 
use much higher expo and high speed planes lower values for 
expo. 

 
Rates	(weights): 
Rates are called weights in Open Tx. 

Dual, or multiple, rates controls the total de lection of the con-
trol surface. On most of my models I setup 3 rates. This is 

mostly due to using a 
Taranis radio where 

most all the switches 
are 3 position. It allows 
me to setup a low, me-
dium, and high rates on 
any or all of the control 
surfaces. I setup my 
multiple rates like this: 
Low rates match the 
Low throws speci ied in 
the build, Mid rates 
match the high throws 
speci ied, and high 
rates utilize the maximum servo throws allowed without bind-
ing the servos. Think of it as low, high, and crazy. 
 
By mixing your preferred expo and rate settings in the radio, 

you can instantly switch 
from precise control 
with lower throws to 
full aerobatics with 
high/extreme throws. 
The expo setting will 
assist in the sensitivity 
around mid-stick. 

To see more curve ex-
amples check out RC 
Groups. 

What	Are	Expo	and	Rates	or	Weights	By R. Scott Page	
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Model airplanes can be damaged in a heart-breaking variety of 
ways.  The majority of my radio control model airplanes are 
damaged at home, in transit to or from the ield or by mov-
ers.  On rare occasions, one actually survives life in the hangar 
giving me the opportunity to crash it at the ield. 

I would guess that the number one reason a person new to the 
hobby quits is a crash that destroys his irst trainer.  The agony 
of seeing his hard work and TLC reduced to splinters scattered 
across the ield can be devastating - especially if this is the 
most signi icant work they have ever created.  But... 

Any damage can be repaired.  Whether the repair is worth do-
ing is for the builder to decide. 

There are ive things that I factor together to make the deci-
sion. 

1. How much did I like this model to begin with? 
2. Will the airframe be as straight as it was before?  If the an-

swer to this question is no, then that's my answer. 
3. How much weight will the repair add? 
4. Will the plane look like a patched-together mess or can it be 

made to look like new? 
5. How much time will the repair take compared to building a 

new component? 
I can build pretty fast when I put my mind to it and more 
often than not I can build a new component in about the 
same time as it would take to make a major repair.  The end 
result will be new - not "like" new. 

Therefore I usually limit my repairs to minor damage and 
build a new component when the damage is more se-
vere.  While I'm at it I can modify the model if there were 
things I would have liked to be different than on the original.  

First	Steps	
Be	Conservative	in	the	Heat	of	the	Moment	

I've seen a lot of guys throw models 
away in their disgust following a 
crash.  At times they've thrown the 
whole thing away including motor, re-
tracts and servos.  Then to add insult to 
injury someone usually retrieves the 

model from the trash and claims it right in front of the person 
who threw it away. 

Take your model (all of it) home.  You can throw it away later if 
you still don't want it. 

Regardless of the type of repair to be made, there are some 
things that you should always 
do: 

 Search the area carefully 
and retrieve every piece of 
the model that you can ind. 

How To Repair a Flying Model Aircraft 
                                                                                By Paul K. Johnson 
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 Avoid causing further inju-
ry to the casualty.  Treat the 
pieces gently.  You may be 
able to reuse them even if 
they look trashed.  Avoid 
breaking off splinters that 
may help lock the piece back 
in place, for example. 

 Drain the fuel tank immediately.  Remove the tank or 
plug the lines. 

 Keep clean wood clean.  If the outside of the model is 
covered in oil and you have loose pieces from inside the 
model, keep them away from the oily parts. 

 Don't delve into the model until you've cleaned the out-
side of it thoroughly with alcohol unless alcohol will harm 
the inish.  If that's the case, then use window cleaner in-
stead.  Get all the dirt and especially oil off the model. 

 Remove the engine and fuel tank to prevent dripping fuel 
and oil on the model, to make the model easier to handle 
and to keep dust out of the engine. 

 If the engine is covered in dirt, then do not turn it 
over.  Blow off as much dirt as possible using compressed 

air or use a soft brush.  You should 
attend to the engine as soon as 
possible because it probably has 
raw fuel in it that will cause the 
bearings to rust. 

 Check the inside of the air-

frame for raw fuel.  If present then 
smother the fuel-soaked areas 
with corn	starch as soon as possible 
to pull the oil from the wood and to 
prevent it from soaking farther into 
the wood.  Replace oil soaked corn 
starch as often as necessary.  When 
the corn starch is no longer soaking 
out oil, leave it in place until the re-
pair is complete.  Then use a soft 
brush to loosen the corn starch and 
vacuum it out. 

 Remove components that will be in the way while mak-
ing the repair such as landing gear, pushrods, radio switch-
es, etc. 

 Peel back just enough covering to get at the damaged ar-
ea(s).  Don't remove any more covering than necessary at 
irst. You will undoubtedly have to remove more later, but 

leaving it in place will help keep undamaged areas clean as 
well as protect adjacent areas from excessive sanding when 
new pieces are added. 

 Remove pieces that are completely detached but any 
part that is still hanging on should be left in place at 
irst.  Often a piece can be moved back into its correct posi-

tion and glued. 
http://www.air ieldmodels.com/information_source/
how_to_articles_for_model_builders/construction/repair_a_model_aircraft/
index.htm 

 

 

 

How To Repair a Flying Model Aircraft, continued 

Work is what I do for the love of it.   
A job is how I pay for it. 

- Paul K. Johnson 
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“It’s in the by-laws.” This common phrase has been repeated 
dozens of times to prove a point or settle a difference of opin-
ion. But, is the answer truly “in the by-laws?” The easy way to 
ind out is to literally READ the current by-laws found on our 

TCRCM web site. Also posted on the page are the AMA Rules 
and Guidelines, and the Safety and Security Guidelines.  Please 
double check the most current by-laws since they have 
changed since 1952.  

 

Ron	Page	shows	his	stand	for	testing	motors.	

Who am I? x 2      Last month was David Wilson. “Negative,	Ghost	Rider.	The	pattern	is	full.”	

TCRCM By-Laws 
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We’ve all heard the saying “You only get one 
chance to make a good irst impression.” 
That holds true no matter if you’re meeting 
someone in a causal setting for the irst 
time, in a job interview, or maybe even 
when you’re at the ield getting in a couple 
of lights and a spectator or two stop by to 
watch. 
 

Most all of us want our clubs to be active, viable, and thriving 
organizations. We want that new blood—and the enthusiasm 
that comes with it—found in new members. It’s that enthusi-
asm that supplements and compliments what the more long-
time members of the club bring to the table. For a club to reach 
its potential it takes the guidance of its experienced members 
coupled with the zeal and passion found in its newer members. 
 
Many spectators who stop by the ield already have an interest 
in model aviation. After all, they’ve taken the time to stop by to 
see what’s going on. Sometimes all it takes to turn that specta-
tor from an interested observer into a new modeler and mem-
ber of your club is to simply take a few minutes to walk over 
and say hello. Chances are the spectator will have some ques-
tions about model aviation. And, since we all like to talk about 

our hobby, my bet is that you will enjoy the conversation. 
 
Many of us have been in the hobby for so long it’s hard to re-
member what it was like when we irst decided we were inter-

ested in modeling. But I’ll bet for many of us we got involved 
after visiting a local hobby shop and then taking a trip to the 
local ield. And I’ll also bet, for many of us, when we visited 
that ield, we were befriended by one of the club’s members 
and that’s what really sparked our interest in becoming model-
ers. For many it was that irst contact that resulted in a lifetime 
of enjoyment as modelers, and the friendships and camarade-
rie that resulted from belonging to a club. 
 
The next time someone stops by your ield to watch the action, 
why not take a moment 
to greet them? That one 
simple act may result in 
gaining a new member 
of the model aviation 
community, a new mem-
ber of your club, and 
quite possibly a new 
friend. All of this is pos-
sible with just one sim-
ple act of outreach. You 
only get one chance to 
make a good irst im-
pression. 

Reach	Out	to	Curious	Observers	
by Dave Mathewson, AMA President 
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Clear canopies expose the radio compartment to direct sunlight which 
results in additional heat in the model's interior. Sealed canopies can 
expand in the sun and break the glue holding them in place. The sun 
causes no problems during light, but makes shading your model on the 
ground very important. Cover the canopy with a white towel; or better 
yet, park your airplanes in the shade. This will help keep the electronic 
components cool. Some modelers also recommend that a very small 
hole be left in sealed canopies so as the air inside expands from heating 
the pressure will equalize.    

Joe Nall Cancelled for 2021. 

The REAL Greenhouse  
Problem -- Canopies 

I (Camille) apologize for the February survey question 
for the battery drawing. I	had	no	idea	it	would	be	so	
intimidating	that	only	 ive	club	members	would	re‐
ply.	The premise was that everyone has something to 
offer (spotting, go over controls, carry plane out, hand 
launch, hold your juice box). I promise this month’s 
question will be a much easier multiple choice so I	ex‐
pect	more	people	to	reply.	

 

Last month: What is your radio control aircraft SUPER POW-
ER(s)?  What could  you be able to help another club mem-
ber with? ie. soldering, OpenTX,  heat shrink covering, wa-
terproo ing ESC, etc. (not crashing). Thank you to the fol-
lowing ive pilots for their courageous answers: 

 
The random drawing winner is  

Gary Grosso! 

 

Name Super Power 
George Vargo Spray painting, and heat shrink covering application 
Scott Page OpenTX, Soldering ESC & battery plugs 
Rob Opgenorth Engine tuning (especially electric) 
Gary Grosso My soldering is good, but I am still learning kit building. 
Dan Royer Nitro engine repair/rebuilding/testing 

March TCRCM  
Battery Drawing 
LINK 


